Robin

AI-camera for video conferencing & live streaming

Plug & Play

www.birdai.com

Intelligent
SuperHD Camera

Low Light
Optimiser

Dual MEMS Mic

Versatile mounting
options

For more details contact hello@birdai.com

Show the Best YOU
With Brilliant Video and Audio Clarity
Robin is a portable intelligent camera that is best
suitable for Remote Teaching and Working. The
high definition camera captures the video of the
presenter with brilliant clarity even at poor lighting
conditions. The dual mic array delivers high-quality

Ultra wide 


Dual MEMS

angle camera

Beamforming Mics

audio for effective sessions. With the noise
cancelling feature, it eliminates all disturbances in
the room providing clear audio while Video
conferencing.

Instant Clip for
Any Display

Why Robin?
i. Image enhancement  

Robin enhances the video quality to the maximum. Video conferencing from sub optimal lighting
condition is taken a notch higher with this feature. The camera captures you with utmost clarity to make
meetings and online classes a seamless experience.



ii. High-quality video even in Dim Light

Bad lighting while working / teaching from home is not a problem any more. With Robin’s built-in low
distortion lens, it adjusts the quality of video being delivered. This enables amazing video quality in any
setup.



iii. Crystal clear audio with Dual-Mic Array

The mic array recognizes the voice and focuses on it to deliver high quality audio. Even when the speaker
is in motion or seated at the far end of the room, Robin detects the voice with its dual mic array to deliver
superior audio experience.



iv. Hassle-free Installation

Robin comes with versatile mounting options. You can mount it on any laptop, display or tripod with a
simple adjustable clip on mechanism.



v. Integration with all platforms like Zoom, Teams, Slack

Robin works well with all VC applications. It enables you to connect and ideate with your team even when
remotely located. This enables a seamless communication and knowledge transfer.

Robin Speciﬁcations
Ubuntu, Windows and macOS

Cross Platform Support (BYOD)
Resolution
Field of View
Camera

Microphone

SuperHD (5 MP)
110°

Pixel Size

2.0µm x 2.0µm

Advanced
features

High Dynamic Range Function

Excellent Low Illumination, Automatic Exposure Control,
Automatic White Balance Control

Built-in Microphone
Voice Capture Distance

Connectivity
Accessories (Standard)

Dual MEMS Beamforming Microphones
3m Radius Voice Capture
Type C
Type C USB cable

*Disclaimer: Product speciﬁcations and data are subject to change without notice to improve reliability, functions, design or otherwise. All features and colors mentioned are not
available on all models
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